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Overview

Experimental generalities

Past and present innovations in solid-state detectors and impact on 
sensitivity

Future directions to lower masses and cross sections
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Dark Matter Direct Detection: Nuclear Recoil Signature
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Nuclear recoil paradigm
Non-relativistic limit: all interactions reduce 

to spin-independent or spin-dependent 
couplings of DM to quarks
Though now understood that one should not take 

non-rel limit for nucleons (Fitzpatrick, Haxton et al) 
has only x2 impact (Gresham and Zurek)

Coherently sum over quarks in nucleon 
and nucleons in nucleus to obtain 
coupling proportional to A2 or J2

Scattering with nuclei much higher rate 
than scattering with electrons: 
signature of WIMPs is nuclear recoils 

Billiard ball scattering of WIMP with 
nucleus: search constrains σ
Form factor describes breakdown 

of coherence: momentum transfer 
probes structure of larger nuclear 
at lower Er than for smaller nuclei

Electron recoils better for low-mass DM?
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The Dark Matter “Beam” and Recoil Energy Spectrum

The basic model
Maxwell-Boltzmann 

halo

vc = 220 km/s
σv = 270 km/s

vesc = 544 km/s
flux × s-wave scattering
→ exponential recoil energy spectrum

Problems and perturbations
M-B halo inconsistent with NFW/Einasto profiles

seen in N-body simulations
M-B halo does not match sims in detail
Imperfect relaxation

Clumpiness, spikes in phase space due to tidal streams

Dark disk?
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scatter from the uncertain position of the Earth within a
given halo. We further identify the largest uncertainties
that currently exist in our understanding of the VDF
at the location of the Earth in our Galaxy, and quan-
tify their relevance for inferences from direct detection
experiments.

2. UNIVERSAL VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION IN
SIMULATIONS

To identify the relevant physical quantities which af-
fect the VDF and to quantify scatter in the distribu-
tions among different halos in cosmological simulations,
we must examine a large number of halos across a wide
range of mass. We also need high resolution to reduce
sampling error and distinguish differences in VDFs for
different parameters.
In this study, we use halos from the Rhapsody and

Bolshoi simulations; state-of-the-art dark-matter-only
simulations with high mass resolution. Rhapsody con-
sists of re-simulations of 96 massive cluster-size halos
with Mvir = 1014.8±0.05M⊙h−1. The particle mass is
1.3× 108M⊙h−1, resulting in ∼ 5× 106 particles in each
halo. This simulation set currently comprises the largest
number of halos simulated with this many particles in a
narrow mass bin (Fig. 1 of Wu et al. 2012). Bolshoi is
a full cosmological simulation, with similar mass resolu-
tion, 1.3 × 108M⊙h−1. For detailed descriptions of the
Rhapsody and Bolshoi simulations, refer to Wu et al.
(2012) and Klypin et al. (2011) respectively.
We use the phase-space halo finder Rock-

star (Behroozi et al. 2011) to identify host halos
at z = 0. The masses and radii of the halos are
defined by the spherical overdensity of virialization,
M(< rvir) = 4π

3 r3vir∆virρc, where ∆vir = 94 and ρc is
the critical density. We examine the VDFs at a range
of radii. A VDF at radius r uses all particles within a
spherical shell centered at the halo center with the inner
and outer radii of 10±0.05r, so that the ratio of the shell
width to the radius is fixed. In each shell, we assign
the escape velocity (vesc) as the spherically-averaged
vesc of all particles in the shell. We have verified
that vesc determined from this method is consistent
with the same quantity deduced from the best-fitting
spherically-averaged smooth density profile.
We fit each halo with an NFW density profile,

ρ(r) =
ρs

(r/rs)(1 + r/rs)2
, (2)

where rs is the scale radius at which the log–log slope is
−2. The fit uses maximum-likelihood estimation based
on particles within rvir. The halo concentration is defined
as c = rvir/rs.
Fig. 1 shows the VDF at different values of r/rs. The

value of r/rs affects the shape of VDF dramatically. The
peak of the distribution is a strong function of r/rs. If
instead the velocity is normalized by the circular veloc-
ity at each radius rather than the escape velocity, this
trend will be slightly weakened but still significant. This
trend in r/rs is not surprising because the VDF heav-
ily depends on the gravitational potential. If the density
profiles of simulated halos can be described by the NFW
profile, which is a function of r/rs only (up to a nor-
malization constant), the VDF should mostly depend on

Figure 1. Solid colored lines show the stacked velocity distribu-
tion for 96 halos in Rhapsody, at different values of r/rs: (from left
to right) 0.15 (blue), 0.3 (red), 0.6 (green), 1.2 (magenta). Bands
show the 68% halo-to-halo scatter in those VDFs. Dashed and dot-
ted colored lines indicate the same values of r/rs in Bolshoi with
halos of Mvir ∼ 1012 and 1013M⊙h−1 respectively. The VDFs of
low-mass halos are cut at the head and tail due to limited particle
number, and their scatter is not shown. The SHM (v0 = 220 km/s
and vesc = 544 km/s) is shown for comparison (black).

r/rs until the isolated NFW potential breaks down at
large radius.
The above trend is robust for halo masses down to

∼ 1012 M⊙, as shown by the Bolshoi simulation in
Fig. 1. The scatter of the VDFs in the low-mass halos
considered is somewhat larger due to resolution. How-
ever, when the high-mass halos are downsampled to have
the same particle number, the spreads in the stacked
VDF are comparable to the low-mass halos. We further
investigated the impact of a variety of parameters char-
acterizing the halo on the shape of the VDF, and found
that for a fixed value of r/rs, the halo-to-halo scatter in
the VDFs is not significantly reduced when binning on
concentration, shape, or formation history. A detailed
discussion on this halo-to-halo scatter is in Section 4.

3. MODELS OF THE VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION
FUNCTION

The dark matter velocity distribution in halos is set
by a sequence of mergers and accretion. The pro-
cess of violent relaxation (Lynden-Bell 1967) may be
responsible for the resulting near-equilibrium distribu-
tions observed in dark matter halos and in galaxies.
These near-equilibrium distributions explain why ex-
isting VDF models (see e.g. Frandsen et al. 2012), in-
cluding the Standard Halo Model (SHM), King model,
the double power-law model, and the Tsallis model,
are all variants of the Maxwell–Boltzmann distribu-
tion. Recent studies have shown that the widely-
used SHM, which is a Maxwell–Boltzmann distribu-
tion with a cut-off put in by hand, is inconsistent
with the VDF found in a handful of individual simu-
lations (Stiff & Widrow 2003; Vogelsberger et al. 2009;
Kuhlen et al. 2010; Purcell et al. 2012) and in the study
of rotation curve data (Bhattacharjee et al. 2012). The
double power-law model was proposed to suppress the
tail of the distribution, by raising the SHM to the power
of a parameter k (Lisanti et al. 2011). The Tsallis model
replaces the Gaussian in Maxwell–Boltzmann distribu-
tion with a q-Gaussian, which approaches to a Gaussian
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Figure 2. The VDF for one representative dark matter halo
in Rhapsody (histogram), along with the best fits using Eq. (1)
with (v0/vesc, p) = (0.13, 0.78) (black, χ2 = 0.59), SHM (blue,
9.67), the double power-law model (cyan, 9.47), the Tsallis model
(green, 1.99), and the analytic VDFs from Eddington’s formula
with isotropic assumption (red dash, 8.48), Osipkov–Merritt (ma-
genta dash, 6.41), and constant β = 1/2 (yellow dash, 11.8). The
y-axis is in log scale in the main figure and linear in the inset.

as q → 1 (Vergados et al. 2008). It was argued that
the Tsallis model provides better fit to simulations with
baryons (Ling et al. 2010), although this conclusion may
be affected by the relatively low resolution of the simu-
lations.
In contrast, our empirical model, Eq. (1), is not based

on a Gaussian distribution but rather on an exponential
distribution. It also has a power-law cut-off in (binding)
energy. Fig. 2 shows the VDF in a simulated halo, along
with the best fit from Eq. (1) and the best fits from other
conventional models. All the best-fit parameters are ob-
tained from the maximum-likelihood estimation in the
range of (0, vesc). The fits using Eq. (1) are statistically
better than other models or the analytic VDFs, espe-
cially around the peak and the tail. We performed the
likelihood-ratio test and found that our model fits sig-
nificantly better for all Rhapsody halos than the SHM
or the double power-law model at all four radii shown in
Fig. 1.
In Fig. 2 we also compare three analytic VDFs. For

the isotropic model shown, the analytic VDF is given
by Eddington’s formula, which gives a one-to-one corre-
spondence between the density profile and the VDF. For
anisotropic systems, one must also model the anisotropy
parameter, defined as β = 1 − (σ2

θ + σ2
φ)/(2σ

2
r), where

σ2 is the variance in each velocity component. There
is currently no analytic VDF whose anisotropy profile
matches that measured in simulations, so we choose three
simple and representative anisotropic models: constant
anisotropy (with β = 0 and 1/2) and the Osipkov–
Merritt model (Osipkov 1979; Merritt 1985). The phase-
space distributions of these models can be determined
numerically (Binney & Tremaine 2008). For all three
cases, we adopt the NFW profile as in Eq. (2), with the
best-fit scale radius. For the Osipkov–Merritt model, we
use the best-fit anisotropy radius. It is shown in Fig. 2
and also suggested by the chi-square test for the models
considered that the analytic VDFs do not describe the
simulated VDF well.
Our VDF model, Eq. (1), consists of two terms: the

exponential term and the cut-off term. The origin of the

the exponential term can be explained by the anisotropy
in velocity space. Fig. 3 shows the distributions, the dis-
persion, and the kurtosis of the velocity vectors along
the three axes of the spherical coordinate. Kurtosis is a
measure of the peakedness of a distribution, defined as
(
!

i v
4
i )/(

!

i v
2
i )

2 − 3, where vi is the velocity of the i-th
particle along one axis, and this value is zero for the nor-
mal distribution. The ratios of dispersion between the
three axes are close to one at small radii, and the ratios
increase with radius. The kurtosis, on the other hand,
is in general non-zero and decreases with radius. An
important consequence of the non-zero kurtosis is that
even if the dispersion along the three axes are similar
(anisotropy parameter β ∼ 0), the velocity vectors do
not follow an isotropic multivariate normal distribution
in any coordinate system (even after a local coordinate
transformations). In other words, as long as there exists
either anisotropy or non-zero kurtosis in a certain coordi-
nate, the norms of the velocity vectors will not follow the
Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution. Indeed, Fig. 3 shows
that in the simulations, one always has non-zero kurto-
sis and/or anisotropy. Other simulations also indicate
that the velocity vectors of dark matter particles have
anisotropy (Abel et al. 2011; Sparre & Hansen 2012) and
non-zero kurtosis (Vogelsberger et al. 2009). We further
found that if the ratios of dispersion between the three
axes of a multivariate normal distribution are around 0.2
to 0.6, the norms of those random vectors will follow a
distribution which resembles our model without the cut-
off term, v2 exp(−v/v0). (For a formal discussion on this
topic, see e.g. Bjornson et al. 2009.) This suggests that if
one can find a coordinate system where the distributions
of the velocity components are all distributed normally
(with zero kurtosis), there will be a larger difference be-
tween the dispersion along the three axes in this new
coordinate system than in the spherical coordinate.
The (v2esc − v2)p term in our VDF model introduces a

cut-off at the escape velocity. It further suppresses the
VDF tail more than the exponential term alone does. De-
spite that this cut-off term has the form of a power-law
in (binding) energy, the best-fit values of the parameter
p does not necessarily reflect the “asymptotic” power-
law index k, defined as k = limE→0(d ln f/d ln E), where
f(E) is the (binding) energy distribution function. The
relation between k and the outer density slope has been
studied in the literature (Evans & An 2006; Lisanti et al.
2011). However, because d ln f/d ln E deviates from its
asymptotic value k rapidly as E deviates from zero,
the asymptotic power-law index k could be very differ-
ent from the best-fit power-law index for the VDF tail
(e.g. v > 0.9vesc). Furthermore, the shape of the VDF
power-law tail could be set by recently-accreted subha-
los that have not been fully phase-mixed (Kuhlen et al.
2012), and hence has no simple relation with the density
profile. In high-resolution simulated dark matter halos,
particles stripped off of a still-surviving subhalo are seen
to significantly impact the tail of the VDF. A larger sam-
ple of simulations at higher resolution than we consider
in the current analysis will be needed to further test this
hypothesis.

4. HALO-TO-HALO SCATTER IN VELOCITY
DISTRIBUTIONS

sims from RHAPSODY and 
BOLSHOI at varying r/rs, 

incl. scatter

attempts to fit RHAPSODY 
sim w/analytic 
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Backgrounds

Particle types:
α, β, γ, n

Source:
radiogenic 
cosmogenic
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14 WIMP Dark Matter Direct Detection

!
Figure 1-11. Background sources and shielding in a typical direct detection experiment

neutrinos form a fundamental lower bound on the cross section for background-free WIMP detection [43].
Next generation experiments will have sensitivity within an order of magnitude of the neutrino signal for
most of the mass range, and will actually detect the 8B solar neutrino signal.

Finally, another method to deal with backgrounds is to exploit the fact that the Earth is moving through the
dark matter that surrounds our galaxy, yielding a “WIMP wind” that appears to come from the constellation
Cygnus. This should, in principle, create a small “annual modulation” in the detected WIMP rates, as well
as a somewhat larger daily modulation, as shown in Fig. 1-12. However, if such e�ects were detected in an

Figure 1-12. Schematic of the possible sources of annual modulation (left) and daily modulation (right)
e�ects if WIMPs are detected in direct detection experiments

experiment, there would still have to be a convincing demonstration that there are no such modulations in
background sources.

Community Planning Study: Snowmass 2013
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Nuclear Recoil Discrimination

χ

v/c ≈ 10-3

Nuclear
Recoils

 Dense Energy Deposition

γ

Electron
Recoils

Signal Background

Neutrons same, but 

σ ≈ 10
20

 higher; 
must reduce/moderate

Alphas also have high
energy deposition 
densities

v/c ≈ 0.3

Sparse Energy Deposition

Er

Er

Density/Sparsity: 
Basis of Discrimination
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Discrimination Techniques

Need sensitivity to energy deposition characteristics
(density, energy) to discriminate nuclear recoils (NRs), 

electron recoils (ERs), and alphas
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ionization scintillation

phonons

2-phase LXe and LAr

sub-Kelvin
Ge and Si

sub-Kelvin scintillating
crystals (CaWO4, 

etc.)

pulse rise time
single-phase LAr, LNe

bubble
chambers

bubbles nucleation
discriminates NRs and ERs

alphas discriminated in bubble 
chambers using acoustic or 

scintillation signal
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Solid-State Detectors

SuperCDMS/EDELWEISS
Semiconducting crystals

Ionization: 
Ionization produced in interactions

drifted w/low electric field

Phonons (thermal and athermal)
Most energy goes into phonons.  In Ge: 3.0 eV/e-h pair vs. 0.67 eV bandgap

Energies:
“keVr” = recoil energy, energy deposited by particle interaction = Er

“keVee” = “electron-equivalent” energy = Ne-h x 3.0 eV in Ge = Eq; Eq = Er for ERs
Luke-Neganov energy = drift heating dissipation

= Edrift = Ne-h x e x Vb = Eq x e x Vb/3.0 eV (Ge)
“keVp” = phonon energy = Er + Edrift

CRESST
Photons from scintillating crystals 

instead of ionization (e.g. CaWO4)

Photons detected with separate 
“absorber crystal”
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Ionization measurement

Inner electrode
(85%)

Outer
electrode
(15%)

Two ionization channels:
! Inner fiducial volume
! Outer electrode where field 
lines are not uniform

!
!

"#$%$&'()*+$

%,#$%$-.-/0'(+-

e- and h+ drift to surfaces in 3 
or 4 V/cm applied field 

FET amp

phonon sensors

transparent
scintillating

target crystal

thermistor for
total energy signal

thermistor for
scintillation signal

light-
absorbing

crystal

reflective
cavity
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1334 Photons (external source)

616 Neutrons(external source)

CDMS I: Event-by-Event NR Discrimination

phonons + ionization
discriminate NRs from ERs
at low bias (few V): first
application of event-by-
event nuclear recoil 
discrimination

ionization signal used to reject
outer radius events that suffer
poor ionization collection
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Ionization measurement

Inner electrode
(85%)

Outer
electrode
(15%)

Two ionization channels:
! Inner fiducial volume
! Outer electrode where field 
lines are not uniform

!
!

"#$%$&'()*+$

%,#$%$-.-/0'(+-

e- and h+ drift to surfaces in 3 
or 4 V/cm applied field 

FET amp

thermal phonon sensors

innerouter
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1334 Photons (external source)

616 Neutrons(external source)

CDMS I: Event-by-Event NR Discrimination

phonons + ionization
discriminate NRs from ERs
at low bias (few V): first
application of event-by-
event nuclear recoil 
discrimination

ionization signal used to reject
outer radius events that suffer
poor ionization collection
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Ionization measurement

Inner electrode
(85%)

Outer
electrode
(15%)

Two ionization channels:
! Inner fiducial volume
! Outer electrode where field 
lines are not uniform

!
!
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%,#$%$-.-/0'(+-

e- and h+ drift to surfaces in 3 
or 4 V/cm applied field 

FET amp

thermal phonon sensors
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233 Surface Electrons 
(tagged contamination)

1334 Photons (external source)

616 Neutrons(external source)

CDMS I: Surface Event Mitigation w/Electrodes

discovered surface events 
suffering poor ionization 
collection

new electrode structure 
(high bandgap blocking 
layer) mitigates by raising
ionization yield
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Ionization measurement

Inner electrode
(85%)

Outer
electrode
(15%)

Two ionization channels:
! Inner fiducial volume
! Outer electrode where field 
lines are not uniform

!
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%,#$%$-.-/0'(+-

e- and h+ drift to surfaces in 3 
or 4 V/cm applied field 
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surface events suffer poor ionization collection

surface events suffer poor ionization collection
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CDMS II: Surface Event Rejection w/Athermal Phonons

Athermal phonon sensors: ZIPs

12

1 µm tungsten
TES

380 µm x 60 µm 
aluminum fins

Ionization measurement

Inner electrode
(85%)

Outer
electrode
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Two ionization channels:
! Inner fiducial volume
! Outer electrode where field 
lines are not uniform

!
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or 4 V/cm applied field 
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surface events suffer poor ionization collection

surface events suffer poor ionization collection
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CDMS II: Surface Event Rejection w/Athermal Phonons

Athermal phonon sensors: ZIPs 
Surface events rejected using

phonon pulse shape
phonons produced in interactions

near surface downconvert
to propagating phonons more
quickly; faster rise time

13
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CDMS II: Surface Event Rejection w/Athermal Phonons

Athermal phonon sensors: ZIPs 
Surface events rejected using

phonon pulse shape
phonons produced in interactions

near surface downconvert
to propagating phonons more
quickly; faster rise time
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Figure 1: The power of the primary background discrimination parameters, ionization yield and
phonon timing, is illustrated for a typical detector using in situ calibration sources. Shown are
bulk electron recoils (red points), surface electron events (black crosses) and nuclear recoils
(blue circles) with recoil energy between 10 and 100 keV. Top: Ionization yield versus recoil
energy. The solid black lines define bands that are 2� from the mean nuclear-recoil yield. The
sloping magenta line indicates the ionization energy threshold while the vertical dashed line is
the recoil energy analysis threshold. The region enclosed by the black dotted lines defines the
sample of events that are used to develop surface-event cuts. Bottom: Normalized ionization
yield (number of standard deviations from mean of nuclear recoil band) versus normalized
timing parameter (timing relative to acceptance region) is shown for the same data. Events to
the right of the vertical red dashed line pass the surface-event rejection cut for this detector. The
solid red box is the WIMP signal region.
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SuperCDMS: Surface Event Rejection w/Interdig. Electrodes

Alternating ground and biased 
electrodes further improve
rejection

Field configuration:
Bulk events have symmetric hole/

electron collection
Surface ERs are asymmetric

15

With this E-field configuration, a recoil event in the bulk of the detector will have e� transport
to the narrow positively biased electrode instrumented with charge amplifiers, while the h+ are
transported to the identically instrumented negatively biased electrode on the opposite face, leading
to a symmetric ionization signal for bulk events. For events near a face, the carriers follow the
large transverse E-fields that run between the interleaved electrodes on the same face leading to
asymmetric ionization collection signals. For radial fiducialization, we partition and separately
readout the ionization instrumented electrodes on each face into 2 concentric toroids (for a total of
4 ionization channels per detector).

X [mm]

Z 
[m

m
]

!2 !1 0 1 2

0

1

2

Figure 3: Left: Phonon and ionization sensor layout for the iZIP detector deployed at Soudan. The two faces are
instrumented with interleaved ionization (40 µm wide) and phonon sensors with �1,mm pitch. The phonon sensor
channel patterns diagrammed in Fig. 2 are visible. Right: Magnified cross section view of electric field lines (red)
and equipotential contours (blue) near the bottom face (Z = 0 mm) of a SuperCDMS iZIP detector. The ionization
electrode lines (yellow) are narrower than the athermal phonon collection sensors (green).

As a side benefit, the large E-fields parallel to the surface of the detector limit charge trapping
to the point that very few electron-recoil surface events are indistinguishable from nuclear recoils
even without z fiducialization.

Ionization Detection Through Luke-Neganov Gain
During charge transport, Luke-Neganov phonons are created with a total energy (in eV) equal

to the voltage the carriers travel through. These phonons are measured by our athermal phonon
sensors, in addition to the intrinsic recoil phonons. In our standard iZIP running mode, we operate
with the smallest bias voltage required to achieve a good measurement of the ionization charge
so that the true phonon recoil signal is not overwhelmed by Luke-Neganov phonons, which would
degrade the discrimination of electronic and nuclear recoils via ionization yield.

Nuclear recoils from very low-mass WIMPs (M� . 3 GeV/c2) are su⌅ciently small that the
relatively uniform (versus energy) electron-recoil background has a reduced overlap with the WIMP
signal region. As a result, it is advantageous to exchange the background discrimination provided
by ionization yield for the improved sensitivity to low energy recoils achieved by increasing the
voltage bias across the detector [71]. The limiting bias voltage is determined by the level at which
the phonon noise due to leakage current across the detector dominates the sensor noise. In our
first tests at Soudan, the maximum E-field was found to be 27V/cm, which corresponds to 90 V
across a 33.3 mm thick detector. To set the scale of what can be achieved, the low Tc Si prototype
mentioned above would have a signal 2� above the noise floor for a single e�/h+ pair (�15 eV for
nuclear recoils).

Interestingly, the relatively uniform electron-recoil background is reduced because the distri-
bution of electron recoil energy is “stretched” to higher energies due to electron recoils producing
significantly more ionization than a nuclear recoil of the same energy. This results in a factor of �5
suppression of the electron-recoil background in the low-energy WIMP signal region.

Since we are now e�ectively measuring the ionization liberated by a nuclear recoil rather than
the nuclear-recoil phonon energy directly, we are sensitive to the precise ionization calibration scale
for nuclear recoils in this high voltage operational mode, similar to the noble liquid dark matter
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to a symmetric ionization signal for bulk events. For events near a face, the carriers follow the
large transverse E-fields that run between the interleaved electrodes on the same face leading to
asymmetric ionization collection signals. For radial fiducialization, we partition and separately
readout the ionization instrumented electrodes on each face into 2 concentric toroids (for a total of
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Figure 3: Left: Phonon and ionization sensor layout for the iZIP detector deployed at Soudan. The two faces are
instrumented with interleaved ionization (40 µm wide) and phonon sensors with �1,mm pitch. The phonon sensor
channel patterns diagrammed in Fig. 2 are visible. Right: Magnified cross section view of electric field lines (red)
and equipotential contours (blue) near the bottom face (Z = 0 mm) of a SuperCDMS iZIP detector. The ionization
electrode lines (yellow) are narrower than the athermal phonon collection sensors (green).

As a side benefit, the large E-fields parallel to the surface of the detector limit charge trapping
to the point that very few electron-recoil surface events are indistinguishable from nuclear recoils
even without z fiducialization.

Ionization Detection Through Luke-Neganov Gain
During charge transport, Luke-Neganov phonons are created with a total energy (in eV) equal
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experiments. Significantly, in the case of Ge, the ionization scale has been precisely measured
down to nuclear recoil energies of 254 eVr [75] using a novel technique involving capture of thermal
neutrons onto 72Ge.
4.1.2 Detector Performance at Soudan
The performance of 76 mm diameter iZIP detectors was first studied at the UC Berkeley (UCB)
test facility from 2009�2011. The UCB studies yielded extremely promising background rejection,
but were limited by cosmogenic neutron backgrounds in the dark matter signal region. Background
rejection for events in the dark matter signal region can be measured directly for detectors operated
deep underground. Since 2012, this has been carried out using fifteen iZIP detectors at Soudan.
Two of these detectors were installed with a 210Pb source. This isotope, along with its daughters,
is one of the primary sources of surface events for SuperCDMS. The deployed sources produce
electrons by beta decay between 10–100 keVnr at a rate of ⇤70 events/hour/source. As seen in
Fig. 4 (center), these electrons populate a region of reduced ionization yield, which lies between
the electron-recoil (yield ⇤1) and nuclear-recoil bands. In addition to electrons, the recoiling 206Pb
nucleus from the 210Po alpha decay is also seen with an ionization yield of ⇤0.2. These events occur
at a rate ⇤ 25% that of the electrons, with some of the events lying in the nuclear recoil yield band
at low recoil energies. Both the betas and the 206Pb events are distinguished from events in the
bulk of the detectors by their asymmetric ionization response. A similar technology has also been
deployed by EDELWEISS [76]. Events in the outer radial regions of the detector, which also su�er
from reduced yield, are removed by comparing the ionization collected in the outer guard electrode
to that collected on the inner electrode.

Figure 4: (left) Shown are the symmetric charge events (blue dots) in the interior of the crystal, and the events
that fail the symmetric charge cut (red dots), including surface events from betas, gammas and lead nuclei incident
on side 1 from the source. (center) Same data, but in the ionization-yield versus phonon recoil-energy plane with
±2� ionization-yield range of neutrons indicated (area within green lines). The hyperbolic black line is the ionization
threshold (1.6 keVee - ‘ee’ for electron equivalent); the vertical black line is the recoil energy threshold (8 keVr).
Electrons from 210Pb (below ⇥60 keVr) and 210Bi (mostly above 60 keVr) are distinctly separated from 206Pb recoils
(low yield, below ⇥110 keVr). A low-yield outlier (blue with black circle), which is outside the signal region but just
satisfies the charge symmetry requirement is easily removed with a loose phonon symmetry cut (see Fig. 5 right).
(right) In addition to the data in left & center, this panel also shows nuclear recoils from a 252Cf neutron source
(green). As bulk events, these exhibit a symmetric response between side 1 and 2 like the bulk electron recoils at
higher yield, and are thus nicely separated from charge-asymmetric surface events.

Over 2500 live-hours, containing 182,180 betas and 206Pb recoils, have been analyzed from the
Soudan run (Fig. 4). A nuclear recoil signal region was defined by the 2� band around the mean
yield measured for nuclear recoils (using a 252Cf neutron source). After application of ionization-
signal fiducial-volume cuts, no surface events were found in the nuclear recoil signal region above a
recoil energy of 8 keVnr. This fiducialization yields a spectrum averaged passage fraction of ⇤50%
in the energy range of 8�115 keVr for an ⇤60 GeV/c2 WIMP. The upper limit to the surface event
rejection is < 1.26 ⇥ 10�5 at 90% C.L. This analysis is an update to the work presented in [68].
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With this E-field configuration, a recoil event in the bulk of the detector will have e� transport
to the narrow positively biased electrode instrumented with charge amplifiers, while the h+ are
transported to the identically instrumented negatively biased electrode on the opposite face, leading
to a symmetric ionization signal for bulk events. For events near a face, the carriers follow the
large transverse E-fields that run between the interleaved electrodes on the same face leading to
asymmetric ionization collection signals. For radial fiducialization, we partition and separately
readout the ionization instrumented electrodes on each face into 2 concentric toroids (for a total of
4 ionization channels per detector).
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Figure 3: Left: Phonon and ionization sensor layout for the iZIP detector deployed at Soudan. The two faces are
instrumented with interleaved ionization (40 µm wide) and phonon sensors with �1,mm pitch. The phonon sensor
channel patterns diagrammed in Fig. 2 are visible. Right: Magnified cross section view of electric field lines (red)
and equipotential contours (blue) near the bottom face (Z = 0 mm) of a SuperCDMS iZIP detector. The ionization
electrode lines (yellow) are narrower than the athermal phonon collection sensors (green).

As a side benefit, the large E-fields parallel to the surface of the detector limit charge trapping
to the point that very few electron-recoil surface events are indistinguishable from nuclear recoils
even without z fiducialization.

Ionization Detection Through Luke-Neganov Gain
During charge transport, Luke-Neganov phonons are created with a total energy (in eV) equal

to the voltage the carriers travel through. These phonons are measured by our athermal phonon
sensors, in addition to the intrinsic recoil phonons. In our standard iZIP running mode, we operate
with the smallest bias voltage required to achieve a good measurement of the ionization charge
so that the true phonon recoil signal is not overwhelmed by Luke-Neganov phonons, which would
degrade the discrimination of electronic and nuclear recoils via ionization yield.

Nuclear recoils from very low-mass WIMPs (M� . 3 GeV/c2) are su⌅ciently small that the
relatively uniform (versus energy) electron-recoil background has a reduced overlap with the WIMP
signal region. As a result, it is advantageous to exchange the background discrimination provided
by ionization yield for the improved sensitivity to low energy recoils achieved by increasing the
voltage bias across the detector [71]. The limiting bias voltage is determined by the level at which
the phonon noise due to leakage current across the detector dominates the sensor noise. In our
first tests at Soudan, the maximum E-field was found to be 27V/cm, which corresponds to 90 V
across a 33.3 mm thick detector. To set the scale of what can be achieved, the low Tc Si prototype
mentioned above would have a signal 2� above the noise floor for a single e�/h+ pair (�15 eV for
nuclear recoils).

Interestingly, the relatively uniform electron-recoil background is reduced because the distri-
bution of electron recoil energy is “stretched” to higher energies due to electron recoils producing
significantly more ionization than a nuclear recoil of the same energy. This results in a factor of �5
suppression of the electron-recoil background in the low-energy WIMP signal region.

Since we are now e�ectively measuring the ionization liberated by a nuclear recoil rather than
the nuclear-recoil phonon energy directly, we are sensitive to the precise ionization calibration scale
for nuclear recoils in this high voltage operational mode, similar to the noble liquid dark matter
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experiments. Significantly, in the case of Ge, the ionization scale has been precisely measured
down to nuclear recoil energies of 254 eVr [75] using a novel technique involving capture of thermal
neutrons onto 72Ge.
4.1.2 Detector Performance at Soudan
The performance of 76 mm diameter iZIP detectors was first studied at the UC Berkeley (UCB)
test facility from 2009�2011. The UCB studies yielded extremely promising background rejection,
but were limited by cosmogenic neutron backgrounds in the dark matter signal region. Background
rejection for events in the dark matter signal region can be measured directly for detectors operated
deep underground. Since 2012, this has been carried out using fifteen iZIP detectors at Soudan.
Two of these detectors were installed with a 210Pb source. This isotope, along with its daughters,
is one of the primary sources of surface events for SuperCDMS. The deployed sources produce
electrons by beta decay between 10–100 keV

nr

at a rate of ⇠70 events/hour/source. As seen in
Fig. 4 (center), these electrons populate a region of reduced ionization yield, which lies between
the electron-recoil (yield ⇠1) and nuclear-recoil bands. In addition to electrons, the recoiling 206Pb
nucleus from the 210Po alpha decay is also seen with an ionization yield of ⇠0.2. These events occur
at a rate ⇠ 25% that of the electrons, with some of the events lying in the nuclear recoil yield band
at low recoil energies. Both the betas and the 206Pb events are distinguished from events in the
bulk of the detectors by their asymmetric ionization response. A similar technology has also been
deployed by EDELWEISS [76]. Events in the outer radial regions of the detector, which also su↵er
from reduced yield, are removed by comparing the ionization collected in the outer guard electrode
to that collected on the inner electrode.

Figure 4: (left) Shown are the symmetric charge events (blue dots) in the interior of the crystal, and the events
that fail the symmetric charge cut (red dots), including surface events from betas, gammas and lead nuclei incident
on side 1 from the source. (center) Same data, but in the ionization-yield versus phonon recoil-energy plane with
±2� ionization-yield range of neutrons indicated (area within green lines). The hyperbolic black line is the ionization
threshold (1.6 keVee - ‘ee’ for electron equivalent); the vertical black line is the recoil energy threshold (8 keVr).
Electrons from 210Pb (below ⇠60 keVr) and 210Bi (mostly above 60 keVr) are distinctly separated from 206Pb recoils
(low yield, below ⇠110 keVr). A low-yield outlier (blue with black circle), which is outside the signal region but just
satisfies the charge symmetry requirement is easily removed with a loose phonon symmetry cut (see Fig. 5 right).
(right) In addition to the data in left & center, this panel also shows nuclear recoils from a 252Cf neutron source
(green). As bulk events, these exhibit a symmetric response between side 1 and 2 like the bulk electron recoils at
higher yield, and are thus nicely separated from charge-asymmetric surface events.

Over 2500 live-hours, containing 182,180 betas and 206Pb recoils, have been analyzed from the
Soudan run (Fig. 4). A nuclear recoil signal region was defined by the 2� band around the mean
yield measured for nuclear recoils (using a 252Cf neutron source). After application of ionization-
signal fiducial-volume cuts, no surface events were found in the nuclear recoil signal region above a
recoil energy of 8 keV

nr

. This fiducialization yields a spectrum averaged passage fraction of ⇠50%
in the energy range of 8�115 keVr for an ⇠60 GeV/c2 WIMP. The upper limit to the surface event
rejection is < 1.26 ⇥ 10�5 at 90% C.L. This analysis is an update to the work presented in [68].
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nucleus from the 210Po alpha decay is also seen with an ionization yield of ⇠0.2. These events occur
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Over 2500 live-hours, containing 182,180 betas and 206Pb recoils, have been analyzed from the
Soudan run (Fig. 4). A nuclear recoil signal region was defined by the 2� band around the mean
yield measured for nuclear recoils (using a 252Cf neutron source). After application of ionization-
signal fiducial-volume cuts, no surface events were found in the nuclear recoil signal region above a
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It features additional livetime and updated reconstruction algorithms, which have improved the
separation between symmetric and asymmetric events at lower energies. It is important to note
that the data selection shown in Fig. 4 does not include the additional discrimination available
from the phonon channels. When a loose phonon symmetry cut was included, which removes only
a few percent signal e�ciency, an outlier event appearing just below the 2� nuclear recoil band is
excluded (Fig. 5).

To check for “anomalous” leakage of well-fiducialized electron recoils, an extensive 133Ba calibra-
tion dataset was studied. It consists of ⇠1/2 million electron recoils between 8 and 120 keV, which
was gathered uniformly over the course of the entire Soudan science run (March 2012-present). Ap-
plying ionization fiducial requirements resulted in no events in the dark matter signal region, giving
an upper limit of < 4.7⇥10�6 at 90%C.L. to the leakage of fiducialized photon-events into the dark
matter signal region. This analysis included additional detectors to those described in the previous
paragraph, which had fiducial cuts that were not as well-developed as the 210Pb-source-detectors.
This resulted in a ⇠30% e�ciency for nuclear recoils. Improved analysis tools are expected to
restore the e�ciency to 50%, as quoted above.
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Figure 5: The figures show how phonon radial (left) and depth (right) information extends rejection of 210Pb-sourced
events when the ability to distinguish bulk events using ionization degrades below ⇠10 keV. Blue dots are events that
pass the charge symmetry and radial selection. Red dots are events failing the ionization selection. The black lines
demonstrate how signal events would be selected with phonon fiducial cuts. (left) A data-driven simulation of 210Pb-
sourced sidewall events (blue and red) overlaid with bulk nuclear recoils from 252Cf data (green). Blue events also
have ionization yield consistent with a nuclear recoil (in the NR band). The ratio of inner to total phonon signals
distinguishes sidewall events from bulk nuclear-recoils. (right) Data from the iZIP detector with the 210Pb source
exposed to side 1. The asymmetry in the phonon response distinguishes surface events from bulk. The event that was
an outlier in the ionization-based analysis, appears at a phonon side 1 energy of ⇠38 keV (black border, blue dot)
and is easily rejected by the loose cut indicated here.

At low recoil energies (<10 keV
r

), events that fail to produce ionization signals above the noise
level of the experiment cannot be removed with ionization fiducial cuts and thus will pollute the
dark matter signal region. These events are the primary background to searches for dark matter
particles with mass <10 GeV/c2, which produce recoils energies in this range. Of concern are events
from 210Pb, which are prevalent on the copper housing facing the sidewall of a crystal. In order to
remove these sidewall events, phonon information can be used to define a fiducial volume. Recently,
this has been studied with the Soudan iZIP data. Preliminary results are shown in Fig. 5. The
right panel illustrates how the partition between inner and outer (guard) phonon signals can identify
events that take place on the sidewalls when the ionization signal is not able to do so. Studies with a
data-driven simulation of the 210Pb sidewall events yield a rejection factor of 1⇥10�3 over the range
1.6�9 keVr, with an e�ciency of ⇠30% for a 10 GeV/c2 dark matter particle (measured with 252Cf
data). The simulation results have been cross-checked with a small, unblinded sample of data that
agrees within a factor of ⇠2. Additionally, 210Pb events hitting the faces of the crystal, and with
recoil energies below ⇠10 keV, will have ionization signals close to or consistent with noise. The left
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experiments. Significantly, in the case of Ge, the ionization scale has been precisely measured
down to nuclear recoil energies of 254 eVr [75] using a novel technique involving capture of thermal
neutrons onto 72Ge.
4.1.2 Detector Performance at Soudan
The performance of 76 mm diameter iZIP detectors was first studied at the UC Berkeley (UCB)
test facility from 2009�2011. The UCB studies yielded extremely promising background rejection,
but were limited by cosmogenic neutron backgrounds in the dark matter signal region. Background
rejection for events in the dark matter signal region can be measured directly for detectors operated
deep underground. Since 2012, this has been carried out using fifteen iZIP detectors at Soudan.
Two of these detectors were installed with a 210Pb source. This isotope, along with its daughters,
is one of the primary sources of surface events for SuperCDMS. The deployed sources produce
electrons by beta decay between 10–100 keVnr at a rate of ⇤70 events/hour/source. As seen in
Fig. 4 (center), these electrons populate a region of reduced ionization yield, which lies between
the electron-recoil (yield ⇤1) and nuclear-recoil bands. In addition to electrons, the recoiling 206Pb
nucleus from the 210Po alpha decay is also seen with an ionization yield of ⇤0.2. These events occur
at a rate ⇤ 25% that of the electrons, with some of the events lying in the nuclear recoil yield band
at low recoil energies. Both the betas and the 206Pb events are distinguished from events in the
bulk of the detectors by their asymmetric ionization response. A similar technology has also been
deployed by EDELWEISS [76]. Events in the outer radial regions of the detector, which also su�er
from reduced yield, are removed by comparing the ionization collected in the outer guard electrode
to that collected on the inner electrode.

Figure 4: (left) Shown are the symmetric charge events (blue dots) in the interior of the crystal, and the events
that fail the symmetric charge cut (red dots), including surface events from betas, gammas and lead nuclei incident
on side 1 from the source. (center) Same data, but in the ionization-yield versus phonon recoil-energy plane with
±2� ionization-yield range of neutrons indicated (area within green lines). The hyperbolic black line is the ionization
threshold (1.6 keVee - ‘ee’ for electron equivalent); the vertical black line is the recoil energy threshold (8 keVr).
Electrons from 210Pb (below ⇥60 keVr) and 210Bi (mostly above 60 keVr) are distinctly separated from 206Pb recoils
(low yield, below ⇥110 keVr). A low-yield outlier (blue with black circle), which is outside the signal region but just
satisfies the charge symmetry requirement is easily removed with a loose phonon symmetry cut (see Fig. 5 right).
(right) In addition to the data in left & center, this panel also shows nuclear recoils from a 252Cf neutron source
(green). As bulk events, these exhibit a symmetric response between side 1 and 2 like the bulk electron recoils at
higher yield, and are thus nicely separated from charge-asymmetric surface events.

Over 2500 live-hours, containing 182,180 betas and 206Pb recoils, have been analyzed from the
Soudan run (Fig. 4). A nuclear recoil signal region was defined by the 2� band around the mean
yield measured for nuclear recoils (using a 252Cf neutron source). After application of ionization-
signal fiducial-volume cuts, no surface events were found in the nuclear recoil signal region above a
recoil energy of 8 keVnr. This fiducialization yields a spectrum averaged passage fraction of ⇤50%
in the energy range of 8�115 keVr for an ⇤60 GeV/c2 WIMP. The upper limit to the surface event
rejection is < 1.26 ⇥ 10�5 at 90% C.L. This analysis is an update to the work presented in [68].
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It features additional livetime and updated reconstruction algorithms, which have improved the
separation between symmetric and asymmetric events at lower energies. It is important to note
that the data selection shown in Fig. 4 does not include the additional discrimination available
from the phonon channels. When a loose phonon symmetry cut was included, which removes only
a few percent signal e�ciency, an outlier event appearing just below the 2� nuclear recoil band is
excluded (Fig. 5).

To check for “anomalous” leakage of well-fiducialized electron recoils, an extensive 133Ba calibra-
tion dataset was studied. It consists of ⇠1/2 million electron recoils between 8 and 120 keV, which
was gathered uniformly over the course of the entire Soudan science run (March 2012-present). Ap-
plying ionization fiducial requirements resulted in no events in the dark matter signal region, giving
an upper limit of < 4.7⇥10�6 at 90%C.L. to the leakage of fiducialized photon-events into the dark
matter signal region. This analysis included additional detectors to those described in the previous
paragraph, which had fiducial cuts that were not as well-developed as the 210Pb-source-detectors.
This resulted in a ⇠30% e�ciency for nuclear recoils. Improved analysis tools are expected to
restore the e�ciency to 50%, as quoted above.
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Figure 5: The figures show how phonon radial (left) and depth (right) information extends rejection of 210Pb-sourced
events when the ability to distinguish bulk events using ionization degrades below ⇠10 keV. Blue dots are events that
pass the charge symmetry and radial selection. Red dots are events failing the ionization selection. The black lines
demonstrate how signal events would be selected with phonon fiducial cuts. (left) A data-driven simulation of 210Pb-
sourced sidewall events (blue and red) overlaid with bulk nuclear recoils from 252Cf data (green). Blue events also
have ionization yield consistent with a nuclear recoil (in the NR band). The ratio of inner to total phonon signals
distinguishes sidewall events from bulk nuclear-recoils. (right) Data from the iZIP detector with the 210Pb source
exposed to side 1. The asymmetry in the phonon response distinguishes surface events from bulk. The event that was
an outlier in the ionization-based analysis, appears at a phonon side 1 energy of ⇠38 keV (black border, blue dot)
and is easily rejected by the loose cut indicated here.
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level of the experiment cannot be removed with ionization fiducial cuts and thus will pollute the
dark matter signal region. These events are the primary background to searches for dark matter
particles with mass <10 GeV/c2, which produce recoils energies in this range. Of concern are events
from 210Pb, which are prevalent on the copper housing facing the sidewall of a crystal. In order to
remove these sidewall events, phonon information can be used to define a fiducial volume. Recently,
this has been studied with the Soudan iZIP data. Preliminary results are shown in Fig. 5. The
right panel illustrates how the partition between inner and outer (guard) phonon signals can identify
events that take place on the sidewalls when the ionization signal is not able to do so. Studies with a
data-driven simulation of the 210Pb sidewall events yield a rejection factor of 1⇥10�3 over the range
1.6�9 keVr, with an e�ciency of ⇠30% for a 10 GeV/c2 dark matter particle (measured with 252Cf
data). The simulation results have been cross-checked with a small, unblinded sample of data that
agrees within a factor of ⇠2. Additionally, 210Pb events hitting the faces of the crystal, and with
recoil energies below ⇠10 keV, will have ionization signals close to or consistent with noise. The left
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FIG. 3. Small gray dots are all veto-anticoincident single-
scatter events within the ionization-partition fiducial volume
that pass the data-quality selection criteria. Large encircled
shapes are the 11 candidate events. Overlapping shaded re-
gions (from light to dark) are the 95% confidence contours ex-
pected for 5, 7, 10 and 15 GeV/c2 WIMPs, after application
of all selection criteria. The three highest-energy events occur
on detector T5Z3, which has a shorted ionization guard. The
band of events above the expected signal contours corresponds
to bulk electron recoils, including the 1.3 keV activation line
at a total phonon energy of ⇠3 keV. High-radius events near
the detector sidewalls form the wide band of events with near-
zero ionization energy. For illustrative purposes, an approxi-
mate nuclear-recoil energy scale is provided.

a WIMP-nucleon scattering interpretation of the excess
reported by CoGeNT, which also uses a germanium tar-
get. Similar tension exists with WIMP interpretations
of several other experiments, including CDMS II (Si),
assuming spin-independent interactions and a standard
halo model. New regions of WIMP-nucleon scattering
for WIMP masses below 6 GeV/c2 are excluded.

The SuperCDMS collaboration gratefully acknowl-
edges the contributions of numerous engineers and tech-
nicians. In addition, we gratefully acknowledge assis-
tance from the sta↵ of the Soudan Underground Lab-
oratory and the Minnesota Department of Natural Re-
sources. The iZIP detectors were fabricated in the Stan-
ford Nanofabrication Facility, which is a member of the
National Nanofabrication Infrastructure Network. This
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FIG. 4. The 90% confidence upper limit (solid black) based on
all observed events is shown with 95% C.L. systematic uncer-
tainty band (gray). The pre-unblinding expected sensitivity
in the absence of a signal is shown as 68% (dark green) and
95% (light green) C.L. bands. The disagreement between the
limit and sensitivity at high WIMP mass is due to the events
in T5Z3. Closed contours shown are CDMS II Si [3] (dotted
blue, 90% C.L.), CoGeNT [4] (yellow, 90% C.L.), CRESST-II
[5] (dashed pink, 95% C.L.), and DAMA/LIBRA [34] (dash-
dotted tan, 90% C.L.). 90% C.L. exclusion limits shown are
CDMS II Ge [22] (dotted dark red), CDMS II Ge low-threshold
[17] (dashed-dotted red), CDMSlite [20] (solid dark red), LUX
[35] (solid green), XENON10 S2-only [19, 36] (dashed dark
green), and EDELWEISS low-threshold [18] (dashed orange).
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reported by CoGeNT, which also uses a germanium tar-
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FIG. 4. The 90% confidence upper limit (solid black) based on
all observed events is shown with 95% C.L. systematic uncer-
tainty band (gray). The pre-unblinding expected sensitivity
in the absence of a signal is shown as 68% (dark green) and
95% (light green) C.L. bands. The disagreement between the
limit and sensitivity at high WIMP mass is due to the events
in T5Z3. Closed contours shown are CDMS II Si [3] (dotted
blue, 90% C.L.), CoGeNT [4] (yellow, 90% C.L.), CRESST-II
[5] (dashed pink, 95% C.L.), and DAMA/LIBRA [34] (dash-
dotted tan, 90% C.L.). 90% C.L. exclusion limits shown are
CDMS II Ge [22] (dotted dark red), CDMS II Ge low-threshold
[17] (dashed-dotted red), CDMSlite [20] (solid dark red), LUX
[35] (solid green), XENON10 S2-only [19, 36] (dashed dark
green), and EDELWEISS low-threshold [18] (dashed orange).
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SuperCDMS: Accessing Lower Masses with HV Operation

Phonon energy resolution much
better than ionization
σ  = 300 eVee ~ 1-1.5 keVr, vs.
σ  = 200 eVp: factor of 5-8!

Use phonons to detect ionization 
by applying high voltage (HV)
Ep = Eq x e x Vb/(3.0 eV) 

Vb = 69 V → σ = 14 eVee, 
threshold = 170 eVee

demonstrated at Soudan
Threshold/σ = 12 because noise 

very non-Gaussian with episodic 
excursions at Soudan

No event-by-event NR/ER
discrimination, but stretches
ER bgnd

Background-limited analysis
sensitive down to 3 GeV
published
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FIG. 2. The e�ciency-corrected WIMP-search energy spec-
trum is shown in keVnr, and compared with expected rates for
WIMPs with the most likely masses and cross sections sug-
gested by the analysis of CoGeNT [8] and CDMS II Si [10]
data (dashed curves). Note that the k = 0.157 Lindhard yield
model was used to convert from an electron-equivalent to a
nuclear-recoil-equivalent energy scale. The 170 eVee ioniza-
tion threshold translates to 841 eVnr (amber dot-dashed line).
The 1.3 keVee activation line appears at ⇠ 5.3 keVnr.

mass A:

Y (Enr(keV)) = k
g(")

1 + kg(")
, (4)

with g(") = 3"0.15 + 0.7"0.6 + ", " = 11.5Enr(keV)Z�7/3

and k = 0.133Z2/3A�1/2. This gives k = 0.157 for a
germanium target. The constant k is sometimes ad-
justed by experimenters to fit measurements. Though
other yield models, including simple power-law fits to
data, have been used elsewhere [8, 37], we have carried
out our conversion to nuclear-recoil equivalent using the
standard Lindhard model, as recommended by Barker
and Mei [22]. Under this assumption, the threshold is
841 eVnr, with less than a 1.5% change from the ⇠ 8%
gain drift. The resulting spectrum is shown in Fig. 2 with
examples of expected rates from two WIMP models.
The region of interest used for limiting possible signal
events from light WIMP scatters is between the 170 eVee

analysis threshold and 7 keVee. A 90% C.L. upper limit
on the spin-independent WIMP-nucleon cross section as
a function of WIMP mass is calculated using the “opti-
mum interval” method [38], using standard assumptions
of a WIMP mass density of 0.3 GeV/c2/cm3, a most
probable WIMP velocity with respect to the galaxy of
220 km/s, a mean circular velocity of the Earth with re-
spect to the galactic center of 232 km/s, a galactic escape
velocity of 544 km/s, and the Helm form factor [3].

CDMSlite (This result)
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FIG. 3. The 90% upper confidence limit from the data pre-
sented here are shown with exclusion limits from other ex-
periments. These are grouped as Ge bolometers in blue:
CDMS II Ge regular (dot-dash) [39], CDMS II Ge low thresh-
old (solid) [40], EDELWEISS II low threshold (dash) [37];
point-contact Ge detectors in purple: TEXONO (dash) [41],
CDEX (dot-dash) [42]; liquid Xenon in red: XENON100 (dot-
dash) [44], XENON10 S2 only (dash) [45], LUX (solid) [43];
and other technologies in magenta: Low threshold reanaly-
sis of CRESST II data (dot-dash) [46], PICASSO (dash) [47].
The contours are from CDMS II Si (light and dark gray corre-
spond to 68% and 90% CL regions respectively) [10], CRESST
II (blue) [9], DAMA (orange) [6, 7], CoGeNT (pink) [8].

As shown in Fig. 3, this analysis limits new WIMP
parameter space for WIMP masses < 6 GeV/c2 and rules
out portions of both the CDMS II Si [10] and CoGeNT [8]
contours. The CDMS II Si results had 3WIMP candidate
events in ⇠140 kg-days, with an expected background of
⇠ 0.5 events. CoGeNT had an exposure of ⇠ 269 kg-days
and performed a background subtraction for their results.
These CDMSlite limits were obtained with a small net
exposure of ⇠ 6 kg-days, minimal e�ciency corrections,
and no background subtraction.

It is important to understand the systematic e↵ect on
our results due to possible inaccuracy in the assumed
Lindhard ionization-yield model. The choice of a di↵er-
ent yield model systematically changes the nuclear-recoil
energy scale, and therefore the interpretation of the data
as a limit on the WIMP-nucleon scattering cross section.
Figure 4 shows the limits recomputed for four di↵erent
yield models that bracket the measured data for germa-
nium [22]. A low-ionization Lindhard-like model with
k = 0.1 and a high-yield model with k = 0.2 are shown,
along with the functional form used by the CoGeNT col-
laboration [8], to demonstrate the e↵ect of this system-
atic. The e↵ect of the di↵erent yield models is mostly a
shift of the limit curve along the WIMP-mass axis. Thus,
for masses above 6 GeV/c2, where the curve is relatively
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FIG. 3. Small gray dots are all veto-anticoincident single-
scatter events within the ionization-partition fiducial volume
that pass the data-quality selection criteria. Large encircled
shapes are the 11 candidate events. Overlapping shaded re-
gions (from light to dark) are the 95% confidence contours ex-
pected for 5, 7, 10 and 15 GeV/c2 WIMPs, after application
of all selection criteria. The three highest-energy events occur
on detector T5Z3, which has a shorted ionization guard. The
band of events above the expected signal contours corresponds
to bulk electron recoils, including the 1.3 keV activation line
at a total phonon energy of ⇠3 keV. High-radius events near
the detector sidewalls form the wide band of events with near-
zero ionization energy. For illustrative purposes, an approxi-
mate nuclear-recoil energy scale is provided.

a WIMP-nucleon scattering interpretation of the excess
reported by CoGeNT, which also uses a germanium tar-
get. Similar tension exists with WIMP interpretations
of several other experiments, including CDMS II (Si),
assuming spin-independent interactions and a standard
halo model. New regions of WIMP-nucleon scattering
for WIMP masses below 6 GeV/c2 are excluded.

The SuperCDMS collaboration gratefully acknowl-
edges the contributions of numerous engineers and tech-
nicians. In addition, we gratefully acknowledge assis-
tance from the sta↵ of the Soudan Underground Lab-
oratory and the Minnesota Department of Natural Re-
sources. The iZIP detectors were fabricated in the Stan-
ford Nanofabrication Facility, which is a member of the
National Nanofabrication Infrastructure Network. This
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FIG. 4. The 90% confidence upper limit (solid black) based on
all observed events is shown with 95% C.L. systematic uncer-
tainty band (gray). The pre-unblinding expected sensitivity
in the absence of a signal is shown as 68% (dark green) and
95% (light green) C.L. bands. The disagreement between the
limit and sensitivity at high WIMP mass is due to the events
in T5Z3. Closed contours shown are CDMS II Si [3] (dotted
blue, 90% C.L.), CoGeNT [4] (yellow, 90% C.L.), CRESST-II
[5] (dashed pink, 95% C.L.), and DAMA/LIBRA [34] (dash-
dotted tan, 90% C.L.). 90% C.L. exclusion limits shown are
CDMS II Ge [22] (dotted dark red), CDMS II Ge low-threshold
[17] (dashed-dotted red), CDMSlite [20] (solid dark red), LUX
[35] (solid green), XENON10 S2-only [19, 36] (dashed dark
green), and EDELWEISS low-threshold [18] (dashed orange).
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Figure 1: A compilation of spin-independent WIMP-nucleon cross-section limits (solid curves), regions of interest
(ROI) for possible dark matter signals (closed contours) and projections (dot and dashed curves) for US-led direct
detection experiments that are proposed to operate over the next decade. The region above the solid curves repre-
sents the excluded parameter space (note the tension with the ROIs). Also shown is an approximate band where
coherent scattering of 8B solar neutrinos, atmospheric neutrinos, and di�use supernova neutrinos with target nuclei
will limit the sensitivity of direct detection experiments to dark matter particles [45]. SuperCDMS SNOLAB pro-
jected sensitivity (for five years of operation) is shown separately for the Ge and Si payloads, and for the standard
and high-voltage (CDMSlite) detectors. The black rectangles delineate the new parameter space to be covered by
SuperCDMS SNOLAB, and the shaded regions indicate areas to be tested by Ge, Si, and Xe targets. The detector
performance requirements and predicted backgrounds used to generated these curves are described in Sections 3.3
and 4.5, respectively. Figure adapted from the SNOWMASS report [46]. Recent theoretical work [47] has emphasized
that the spin-independent framework, while it serves as a useful way to track experimental progress, represents only
a subset of the possible interactions of dark matter with nuclei, with relative sensitivities of di�erent target materials
varying by factors of 10 or more compared to those shown in this plot.

3.1.2 Complementarity
If another direct detection technology detects a possible dark matter signal, SuperCDMS SNOLAB
would provide a confirmation using two di�erent targets and a significantly di�erent technique with
very low backgrounds. Additionally, the detection with a di�erent target material greatly enhances
the information we would obtain about the dark matter particle. As shown in [48, 49], analyzing
signals from multiple targets improves the accuracy of determining the dark matter particle’s mass
and cross section, in part because astrophysical and nuclear uncertainties may otherwise provide
degeneracies in fits to the data from a single target type. Furthermore, data from only one elemental
target cannot distinguish between the di�erent possible dark matter couplings, even in the tradi-
tional framework involving only spin-independent (SI) and spin-dependent (SD) couplings. Multiple
targets with di�erent sensitivity to di�erent couplings are required to disentangle degeneracies and
discriminate among di�erent dark matter models. Targets with di�erent ratios of protons to neu-
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Path to SuperCDMS SNOLAB Low-Mass Searches

Better energy resolution
Recently developed HEMT amplifiers + modified 

amplifier design: σq = 300 eVee will improve to 
σq = 100 eVee for SuperCDMS SNOLAB

Tc = 60 mK phonon sensors are baseline for 
SuperCDMS SNOLAB
→ σp = 200 eVp will be improved to σp = 50 eVp

These resolutions extend Ge low-mass 
search to ~2-3 GeV

Addition of Si pushes to < 1 GeV
HV search extends down to < 1 GeV with

Ge, to 0.5 GeV with Si
Also, need to reduce backgrounds (lower cross sections)

Compton background reduced by improved materials selection, shielding (200x)
210Pb background from Cu will be reduced to levels observed on Ge (20x)
Should enable reach approaching coherent solar neutrino scattering background
32Si (225 keV endpoint, 150 yr half-life) contamination in detector-grade Si unknown
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will limit the sensitivity of direct detection experiments to dark matter particles [45]. SuperCDMS SNOLAB pro-
jected sensitivity (for five years of operation) is shown separately for the Ge and Si payloads, and for the standard
and high-voltage (CDMSlite) detectors. The black rectangles delineate the new parameter space to be covered by
SuperCDMS SNOLAB, and the shaded regions indicate areas to be tested by Ge, Si, and Xe targets. The detector
performance requirements and predicted backgrounds used to generated these curves are described in Sections 3.3
and 4.5, respectively. Figure adapted from the SNOWMASS report [46]. Recent theoretical work [47] has emphasized
that the spin-independent framework, while it serves as a useful way to track experimental progress, represents only
a subset of the possible interactions of dark matter with nuclei, with relative sensitivities of di�erent target materials
varying by factors of 10 or more compared to those shown in this plot.

3.1.2 Complementarity
If another direct detection technology detects a possible dark matter signal, SuperCDMS SNOLAB
would provide a confirmation using two di�erent targets and a significantly di�erent technique with
very low backgrounds. Additionally, the detection with a di�erent target material greatly enhances
the information we would obtain about the dark matter particle. As shown in [48, 49], analyzing
signals from multiple targets improves the accuracy of determining the dark matter particle’s mass
and cross section, in part because astrophysical and nuclear uncertainties may otherwise provide
degeneracies in fits to the data from a single target type. Furthermore, data from only one elemental
target cannot distinguish between the di�erent possible dark matter couplings, even in the tradi-
tional framework involving only spin-independent (SI) and spin-dependent (SD) couplings. Multiple
targets with di�erent sensitivity to di�erent couplings are required to disentangle degeneracies and
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and high-voltage (CDMSlite) detectors. The black rectangles delineate the new parameter space to be covered by
SuperCDMS SNOLAB, and the shaded regions indicate areas to be tested by Ge, Si, and Xe targets. The detector
performance requirements and predicted backgrounds used to generated these curves are described in Sections 3.3
and 4.5, respectively. Figure adapted from the SNOWMASS report [46]. Recent theoretical work [47] has emphasized
that the spin-independent framework, while it serves as a useful way to track experimental progress, represents only
a subset of the possible interactions of dark matter with nuclei, with relative sensitivities of di�erent target materials
varying by factors of 10 or more compared to those shown in this plot.
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If another direct detection technology detects a possible dark matter signal, SuperCDMS SNOLAB
would provide a confirmation using two di�erent targets and a significantly di�erent technique with
very low backgrounds. Additionally, the detection with a di�erent target material greatly enhances
the information we would obtain about the dark matter particle. As shown in [48, 49], analyzing
signals from multiple targets improves the accuracy of determining the dark matter particle’s mass
and cross section, in part because astrophysical and nuclear uncertainties may otherwise provide
degeneracies in fits to the data from a single target type. Furthermore, data from only one elemental
target cannot distinguish between the di�erent possible dark matter couplings, even in the tradi-
tional framework involving only spin-independent (SI) and spin-dependent (SD) couplings. Multiple
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Figure 1: A compilation of spin-independent WIMP-nucleon cross-section limits (solid curves), regions of interest
(ROI) for possible dark matter signals (closed contours) and projections (dot and dashed curves) for US-led direct
detection experiments that are proposed to operate over the next decade. The region above the solid curves repre-
sents the excluded parameter space (note the tension with the ROIs). Also shown is an approximate band where
coherent scattering of 8B solar neutrinos, atmospheric neutrinos, and di�use supernova neutrinos with target nuclei
will limit the sensitivity of direct detection experiments to dark matter particles [45]. SuperCDMS SNOLAB pro-
jected sensitivity (for five years of operation) is shown separately for the Ge and Si payloads, and for the standard
and high-voltage (CDMSlite) detectors. The black rectangles delineate the new parameter space to be covered by
SuperCDMS SNOLAB, and the shaded regions indicate areas to be tested by Ge, Si, and Xe targets. The detector
performance requirements and predicted backgrounds used to generated these curves are described in Sections 3.3
and 4.5, respectively. Figure adapted from the SNOWMASS report [46]. Recent theoretical work [47] has emphasized
that the spin-independent framework, while it serves as a useful way to track experimental progress, represents only
a subset of the possible interactions of dark matter with nuclei, with relative sensitivities of di�erent target materials
varying by factors of 10 or more compared to those shown in this plot.

3.1.2 Complementarity
If another direct detection technology detects a possible dark matter signal, SuperCDMS SNOLAB
would provide a confirmation using two di�erent targets and a significantly di�erent technique with
very low backgrounds. Additionally, the detection with a di�erent target material greatly enhances
the information we would obtain about the dark matter particle. As shown in [48, 49], analyzing
signals from multiple targets improves the accuracy of determining the dark matter particle’s mass
and cross section, in part because astrophysical and nuclear uncertainties may otherwise provide
degeneracies in fits to the data from a single target type. Furthermore, data from only one elemental
target cannot distinguish between the di�erent possible dark matter couplings, even in the tradi-
tional framework involving only spin-independent (SI) and spin-dependent (SD) couplings. Multiple
targets with di�erent sensitivity to di�erent couplings are required to disentangle degeneracies and
discriminate among di�erent dark matter models. Targets with di�erent ratios of protons to neu-
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Figure 1: A compilation of spin-independent WIMP-nucleon cross-section limits (solid curves), regions of interest
(ROI) for possible dark matter signals (closed contours) and projections (dot and dashed curves) for US-led direct
detection experiments that are proposed to operate over the next decade. The region above the solid curves repre-
sents the excluded parameter space (note the tension with the ROIs). Also shown is an approximate band where
coherent scattering of 8B solar neutrinos, atmospheric neutrinos, and di�use supernova neutrinos with target nuclei
will limit the sensitivity of direct detection experiments to dark matter particles [45]. SuperCDMS SNOLAB pro-
jected sensitivity (for five years of operation) is shown separately for the Ge and Si payloads, and for the standard
and high-voltage (CDMSlite) detectors. The black rectangles delineate the new parameter space to be covered by
SuperCDMS SNOLAB, and the shaded regions indicate areas to be tested by Ge, Si, and Xe targets. The detector
performance requirements and predicted backgrounds used to generated these curves are described in Sections 3.3
and 4.5, respectively. Figure adapted from the SNOWMASS report [46]. Recent theoretical work [47] has emphasized
that the spin-independent framework, while it serves as a useful way to track experimental progress, represents only
a subset of the possible interactions of dark matter with nuclei, with relative sensitivities of di�erent target materials
varying by factors of 10 or more compared to those shown in this plot.

3.1.2 Complementarity
If another direct detection technology detects a possible dark matter signal, SuperCDMS SNOLAB
would provide a confirmation using two di�erent targets and a significantly di�erent technique with
very low backgrounds. Additionally, the detection with a di�erent target material greatly enhances
the information we would obtain about the dark matter particle. As shown in [48, 49], analyzing
signals from multiple targets improves the accuracy of determining the dark matter particle’s mass
and cross section, in part because astrophysical and nuclear uncertainties may otherwise provide
degeneracies in fits to the data from a single target type. Furthermore, data from only one elemental
target cannot distinguish between the di�erent possible dark matter couplings, even in the tradi-
tional framework involving only spin-independent (SI) and spin-dependent (SD) couplings. Multiple
targets with di�erent sensitivity to di�erent couplings are required to disentangle degeneracies and
discriminate among di�erent dark matter models. Targets with di�erent ratios of protons to neu-
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Figure 1: A compilation of spin-independent WIMP-nucleon cross-section limits (solid curves), regions of interest
(ROI) for possible dark matter signals (closed contours) and projections (dot and dashed curves) for US-led direct
detection experiments that are proposed to operate over the next decade. The region above the solid curves repre-
sents the excluded parameter space (note the tension with the ROIs). Also shown is an approximate band where
coherent scattering of 8B solar neutrinos, atmospheric neutrinos, and di�use supernova neutrinos with target nuclei
will limit the sensitivity of direct detection experiments to dark matter particles [45]. SuperCDMS SNOLAB pro-
jected sensitivity (for five years of operation) is shown separately for the Ge and Si payloads, and for the standard
and high-voltage (CDMSlite) detectors. The black rectangles delineate the new parameter space to be covered by
SuperCDMS SNOLAB, and the shaded regions indicate areas to be tested by Ge, Si, and Xe targets. The detector
performance requirements and predicted backgrounds used to generated these curves are described in Sections 3.3
and 4.5, respectively. Figure adapted from the SNOWMASS report [46]. Recent theoretical work [47] has emphasized
that the spin-independent framework, while it serves as a useful way to track experimental progress, represents only
a subset of the possible interactions of dark matter with nuclei, with relative sensitivities of di�erent target materials
varying by factors of 10 or more compared to those shown in this plot.

3.1.2 Complementarity
If another direct detection technology detects a possible dark matter signal, SuperCDMS SNOLAB
would provide a confirmation using two di�erent targets and a significantly di�erent technique with
very low backgrounds. Additionally, the detection with a di�erent target material greatly enhances
the information we would obtain about the dark matter particle. As shown in [48, 49], analyzing
signals from multiple targets improves the accuracy of determining the dark matter particle’s mass
and cross section, in part because astrophysical and nuclear uncertainties may otherwise provide
degeneracies in fits to the data from a single target type. Furthermore, data from only one elemental
target cannot distinguish between the di�erent possible dark matter couplings, even in the tradi-
tional framework involving only spin-independent (SI) and spin-dependent (SD) couplings. Multiple
targets with di�erent sensitivity to di�erent couplings are required to disentangle degeneracies and
discriminate among di�erent dark matter models. Targets with di�erent ratios of protons to neu-
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Figure 1: A compilation of spin-independent WIMP-nucleon cross-section limits (solid curves), regions of interest
(ROI) for possible dark matter signals (closed contours) and projections (dot and dashed curves) for US-led direct
detection experiments that are proposed to operate over the next decade. The region above the solid curves repre-
sents the excluded parameter space (note the tension with the ROIs). Also shown is an approximate band where
coherent scattering of 8B solar neutrinos, atmospheric neutrinos, and di�use supernova neutrinos with target nuclei
will limit the sensitivity of direct detection experiments to dark matter particles [45]. SuperCDMS SNOLAB pro-
jected sensitivity (for five years of operation) is shown separately for the Ge and Si payloads, and for the standard
and high-voltage (CDMSlite) detectors. The black rectangles delineate the new parameter space to be covered by
SuperCDMS SNOLAB, and the shaded regions indicate areas to be tested by Ge, Si, and Xe targets. The detector
performance requirements and predicted backgrounds used to generated these curves are described in Sections 3.3
and 4.5, respectively. Figure adapted from the SNOWMASS report [46]. Recent theoretical work [47] has emphasized
that the spin-independent framework, while it serves as a useful way to track experimental progress, represents only
a subset of the possible interactions of dark matter with nuclei, with relative sensitivities of di�erent target materials
varying by factors of 10 or more compared to those shown in this plot.

3.1.2 Complementarity
If another direct detection technology detects a possible dark matter signal, SuperCDMS SNOLAB
would provide a confirmation using two di�erent targets and a significantly di�erent technique with
very low backgrounds. Additionally, the detection with a di�erent target material greatly enhances
the information we would obtain about the dark matter particle. As shown in [48, 49], analyzing
signals from multiple targets improves the accuracy of determining the dark matter particle’s mass
and cross section, in part because astrophysical and nuclear uncertainties may otherwise provide
degeneracies in fits to the data from a single target type. Furthermore, data from only one elemental
target cannot distinguish between the di�erent possible dark matter couplings, even in the tradi-
tional framework involving only spin-independent (SI) and spin-dependent (SD) couplings. Multiple
targets with di�erent sensitivity to di�erent couplings are required to disentangle degeneracies and
discriminate among di�erent dark matter models. Targets with di�erent ratios of protons to neu-
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Lower transition temperature?
If the cryostat operates well, then Tc = 40 mK

yields σp ~ 3x improved ~ 10 eVp

Higher voltage operation
Initial tests of CoGeNT/Majorana-style p-type

point contact (PPC) Ge detectors suggests
Vb ~ 400 V achievable

→ lower threshold, lower WIMP masses

Single e-h pair detection?
At σp ~ 10 eVp and Vb = 100 V, single e-h pair 

peaks become resolvable at Vb = 100 V

At σp ~ 3 eVp and Vb = 100 V, single e-h pair 
peaks are separated and NRs can occupy empty space (because more recoil 
energy per e-h pair)

Conclusion: Sub-GeV dark matter at CNS limit accessible with 
reasonable extrapolations of current technology
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Figure 1: A compilation of spin-independent WIMP-nucleon cross-section limits (solid curves), regions of interest
(ROI) for possible dark matter signals (closed contours) and projections (dot and dashed curves) for US-led direct
detection experiments that are proposed to operate over the next decade. The region above the solid curves repre-
sents the excluded parameter space (note the tension with the ROIs). Also shown is an approximate band where
coherent scattering of 8B solar neutrinos, atmospheric neutrinos, and di�use supernova neutrinos with target nuclei
will limit the sensitivity of direct detection experiments to dark matter particles [45]. SuperCDMS SNOLAB pro-
jected sensitivity (for five years of operation) is shown separately for the Ge and Si payloads, and for the standard
and high-voltage (CDMSlite) detectors. The black rectangles delineate the new parameter space to be covered by
SuperCDMS SNOLAB, and the shaded regions indicate areas to be tested by Ge, Si, and Xe targets. The detector
performance requirements and predicted backgrounds used to generated these curves are described in Sections 3.3
and 4.5, respectively. Figure adapted from the SNOWMASS report [46]. Recent theoretical work [47] has emphasized
that the spin-independent framework, while it serves as a useful way to track experimental progress, represents only
a subset of the possible interactions of dark matter with nuclei, with relative sensitivities of di�erent target materials
varying by factors of 10 or more compared to those shown in this plot.

3.1.2 Complementarity
If another direct detection technology detects a possible dark matter signal, SuperCDMS SNOLAB
would provide a confirmation using two di�erent targets and a significantly di�erent technique with
very low backgrounds. Additionally, the detection with a di�erent target material greatly enhances
the information we would obtain about the dark matter particle. As shown in [48, 49], analyzing
signals from multiple targets improves the accuracy of determining the dark matter particle’s mass
and cross section, in part because astrophysical and nuclear uncertainties may otherwise provide
degeneracies in fits to the data from a single target type. Furthermore, data from only one elemental
target cannot distinguish between the di�erent possible dark matter couplings, even in the tradi-
tional framework involving only spin-independent (SI) and spin-dependent (SD) couplings. Multiple
targets with di�erent sensitivity to di�erent couplings are required to disentangle degeneracies and
discriminate among di�erent dark matter models. Targets with di�erent ratios of protons to neu-
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Figure 1: A compilation of spin-independent WIMP-nucleon cross-section limits (solid curves), regions of interest
(ROI) for possible dark matter signals (closed contours) and projections (dot and dashed curves) for US-led direct
detection experiments that are proposed to operate over the next decade. The region above the solid curves repre-
sents the excluded parameter space (note the tension with the ROIs). Also shown is an approximate band where
coherent scattering of 8B solar neutrinos, atmospheric neutrinos, and di�use supernova neutrinos with target nuclei
will limit the sensitivity of direct detection experiments to dark matter particles [45]. SuperCDMS SNOLAB pro-
jected sensitivity (for five years of operation) is shown separately for the Ge and Si payloads, and for the standard
and high-voltage (CDMSlite) detectors. The black rectangles delineate the new parameter space to be covered by
SuperCDMS SNOLAB, and the shaded regions indicate areas to be tested by Ge, Si, and Xe targets. The detector
performance requirements and predicted backgrounds used to generated these curves are described in Sections 3.3
and 4.5, respectively. Figure adapted from the SNOWMASS report [46]. Recent theoretical work [47] has emphasized
that the spin-independent framework, while it serves as a useful way to track experimental progress, represents only
a subset of the possible interactions of dark matter with nuclei, with relative sensitivities of di�erent target materials
varying by factors of 10 or more compared to those shown in this plot.

3.1.2 Complementarity
If another direct detection technology detects a possible dark matter signal, SuperCDMS SNOLAB
would provide a confirmation using two di�erent targets and a significantly di�erent technique with
very low backgrounds. Additionally, the detection with a di�erent target material greatly enhances
the information we would obtain about the dark matter particle. As shown in [48, 49], analyzing
signals from multiple targets improves the accuracy of determining the dark matter particle’s mass
and cross section, in part because astrophysical and nuclear uncertainties may otherwise provide
degeneracies in fits to the data from a single target type. Furthermore, data from only one elemental
target cannot distinguish between the di�erent possible dark matter couplings, even in the tradi-
tional framework involving only spin-independent (SI) and spin-dependent (SD) couplings. Multiple
targets with di�erent sensitivity to di�erent couplings are required to disentangle degeneracies and
discriminate among di�erent dark matter models. Targets with di�erent ratios of protons to neu-
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Figure 1: A compilation of spin-independent WIMP-nucleon cross-section limits (solid curves), regions of interest
(ROI) for possible dark matter signals (closed contours) and projections (dot and dashed curves) for US-led direct
detection experiments that are proposed to operate over the next decade. The region above the solid curves repre-
sents the excluded parameter space (note the tension with the ROIs). Also shown is an approximate band where
coherent scattering of 8B solar neutrinos, atmospheric neutrinos, and di�use supernova neutrinos with target nuclei
will limit the sensitivity of direct detection experiments to dark matter particles [45]. SuperCDMS SNOLAB pro-
jected sensitivity (for five years of operation) is shown separately for the Ge and Si payloads, and for the standard
and high-voltage (CDMSlite) detectors. The black rectangles delineate the new parameter space to be covered by
SuperCDMS SNOLAB, and the shaded regions indicate areas to be tested by Ge, Si, and Xe targets. The detector
performance requirements and predicted backgrounds used to generated these curves are described in Sections 3.3
and 4.5, respectively. Figure adapted from the SNOWMASS report [46]. Recent theoretical work [47] has emphasized
that the spin-independent framework, while it serves as a useful way to track experimental progress, represents only
a subset of the possible interactions of dark matter with nuclei, with relative sensitivities of di�erent target materials
varying by factors of 10 or more compared to those shown in this plot.

3.1.2 Complementarity
If another direct detection technology detects a possible dark matter signal, SuperCDMS SNOLAB
would provide a confirmation using two di�erent targets and a significantly di�erent technique with
very low backgrounds. Additionally, the detection with a di�erent target material greatly enhances
the information we would obtain about the dark matter particle. As shown in [48, 49], analyzing
signals from multiple targets improves the accuracy of determining the dark matter particle’s mass
and cross section, in part because astrophysical and nuclear uncertainties may otherwise provide
degeneracies in fits to the data from a single target type. Furthermore, data from only one elemental
target cannot distinguish between the di�erent possible dark matter couplings, even in the tradi-
tional framework involving only spin-independent (SI) and spin-dependent (SD) couplings. Multiple
targets with di�erent sensitivity to di�erent couplings are required to disentangle degeneracies and
discriminate among di�erent dark matter models. Targets with di�erent ratios of protons to neu-
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Figure 1: A compilation of spin-independent WIMP-nucleon cross-section limits (solid curves), regions of interest
(ROI) for possible dark matter signals (closed contours) and projections (dot and dashed curves) for US-led direct
detection experiments that are proposed to operate over the next decade. The region above the solid curves repre-
sents the excluded parameter space (note the tension with the ROIs). Also shown is an approximate band where
coherent scattering of 8B solar neutrinos, atmospheric neutrinos, and di�use supernova neutrinos with target nuclei
will limit the sensitivity of direct detection experiments to dark matter particles [45]. SuperCDMS SNOLAB pro-
jected sensitivity (for five years of operation) is shown separately for the Ge and Si payloads, and for the standard
and high-voltage (CDMSlite) detectors. The black rectangles delineate the new parameter space to be covered by
SuperCDMS SNOLAB, and the shaded regions indicate areas to be tested by Ge, Si, and Xe targets. The detector
performance requirements and predicted backgrounds used to generated these curves are described in Sections 3.3
and 4.5, respectively. Figure adapted from the SNOWMASS report [46]. Recent theoretical work [47] has emphasized
that the spin-independent framework, while it serves as a useful way to track experimental progress, represents only
a subset of the possible interactions of dark matter with nuclei, with relative sensitivities of di�erent target materials
varying by factors of 10 or more compared to those shown in this plot.

3.1.2 Complementarity
If another direct detection technology detects a possible dark matter signal, SuperCDMS SNOLAB
would provide a confirmation using two di�erent targets and a significantly di�erent technique with
very low backgrounds. Additionally, the detection with a di�erent target material greatly enhances
the information we would obtain about the dark matter particle. As shown in [48, 49], analyzing
signals from multiple targets improves the accuracy of determining the dark matter particle’s mass
and cross section, in part because astrophysical and nuclear uncertainties may otherwise provide
degeneracies in fits to the data from a single target type. Furthermore, data from only one elemental
target cannot distinguish between the di�erent possible dark matter couplings, even in the tradi-
tional framework involving only spin-independent (SI) and spin-dependent (SD) couplings. Multiple
targets with di�erent sensitivity to di�erent couplings are required to disentangle degeneracies and
discriminate among di�erent dark matter models. Targets with di�erent ratios of protons to neu-
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Figure 1: A compilation of spin-independent WIMP-nucleon cross-section limits (solid curves), regions of interest
(ROI) for possible dark matter signals (closed contours) and projections (dot and dashed curves) for US-led direct
detection experiments that are proposed to operate over the next decade. The region above the solid curves repre-
sents the excluded parameter space (note the tension with the ROIs). Also shown is an approximate band where
coherent scattering of 8B solar neutrinos, atmospheric neutrinos, and di�use supernova neutrinos with target nuclei
will limit the sensitivity of direct detection experiments to dark matter particles [45]. SuperCDMS SNOLAB pro-
jected sensitivity (for five years of operation) is shown separately for the Ge and Si payloads, and for the standard
and high-voltage (CDMSlite) detectors. The black rectangles delineate the new parameter space to be covered by
SuperCDMS SNOLAB, and the shaded regions indicate areas to be tested by Ge, Si, and Xe targets. The detector
performance requirements and predicted backgrounds used to generated these curves are described in Sections 3.3
and 4.5, respectively. Figure adapted from the SNOWMASS report [46]. Recent theoretical work [47] has emphasized
that the spin-independent framework, while it serves as a useful way to track experimental progress, represents only
a subset of the possible interactions of dark matter with nuclei, with relative sensitivities of di�erent target materials
varying by factors of 10 or more compared to those shown in this plot.

3.1.2 Complementarity
If another direct detection technology detects a possible dark matter signal, SuperCDMS SNOLAB
would provide a confirmation using two di�erent targets and a significantly di�erent technique with
very low backgrounds. Additionally, the detection with a di�erent target material greatly enhances
the information we would obtain about the dark matter particle. As shown in [48, 49], analyzing
signals from multiple targets improves the accuracy of determining the dark matter particle’s mass
and cross section, in part because astrophysical and nuclear uncertainties may otherwise provide
degeneracies in fits to the data from a single target type. Furthermore, data from only one elemental
target cannot distinguish between the di�erent possible dark matter couplings, even in the tradi-
tional framework involving only spin-independent (SI) and spin-dependent (SD) couplings. Multiple
targets with di�erent sensitivity to di�erent couplings are required to disentangle degeneracies and
discriminate among di�erent dark matter models. Targets with di�erent ratios of protons to neu-
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and 4.5, respectively. Figure adapted from the SNOWMASS report [46]. Recent theoretical work [47] has emphasized
that the spin-independent framework, while it serves as a useful way to track experimental progress, represents only
a subset of the possible interactions of dark matter with nuclei, with relative sensitivities of di�erent target materials
varying by factors of 10 or more compared to those shown in this plot.
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would provide a confirmation using two di�erent targets and a significantly di�erent technique with
very low backgrounds. Additionally, the detection with a di�erent target material greatly enhances
the information we would obtain about the dark matter particle. As shown in [48, 49], analyzing
signals from multiple targets improves the accuracy of determining the dark matter particle’s mass
and cross section, in part because astrophysical and nuclear uncertainties may otherwise provide
degeneracies in fits to the data from a single target type. Furthermore, data from only one elemental
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Conclusions and Discussion

There is a long history of innovations in solid-state detectors to reject 
backgrounds and reduce thresholds

These developments promise accessibility of sub-GeV masses at solar 
neutrino CNS limit

Questions to the audience: 
How hard should we push on thresholds vs. backgrounds?

Lower threshold → lower mass reach
Lower backgrounds → lower cross section reach
(w/ some level of complementarity)

Do we understand the response at single e-h pair detection?
i.e., what surprises do nuclear/atomic/condensed matter physics hold for us

What new backgrounds might arise?
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